
Initial situation 

Outputting qualitatively high-value documents from IT systems is essential for every company. These documents are 
a company’s calling card.  
SAP provides various technologies for generating documents. They are based either on old SAP technologies such 
as SAPScript or SmartForms, or on Adobe’s PDF technology. In addition, there are third-party solutions that are 
integrated via an interface. However, from the point of view of application maintenance, all of these solutions are 
cost-intensive and inflexible. For modifications, SAP specialists with software development skills are required, which 
involves high costs and lead time. 
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The solution 

The DocBuilder solution from teamworksolutions optimally bridges this gap.  DocBuilder provides flexible form 
generation with easily accessible maintenance technology.  The solution is integrated directly into the SAP system 
and can be put into production after a few hours of configuration work.  
The customer works with the trusted tool, Microsoft Word, and the linkage to the SAP attributes occurs via the well-
known functionality of mail merge fields. The solution is intelligent and can process important objects such as 
images, if-then tests, tables, signatures, text building blocks, different languages and amenities in the standard. 
Output is done as desired in Word, Adobe PDF or in e-mail templates with direct integration in MS Exchange and/or 
an archive.  

Architecture und processes 

Systemes und data sources 

DocBuilder can be implemented with SAP S/4HANA as well as SAP ERP ECC, is available on-premise 

and in the Cloud, and is preconfigured in various configurations, including: 

HCM, Finance + Logistics, REFX, CRM.   
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Outstanding features 

 Direct integration into your SAP 

system 

 Integration of peripheral systems 

such as MS Exchange and 

archiving 

 Reduction of current operating 

costs and investment costs 

 Ready for SAP S/4HANA and/or 

SAP Cloud Solutions 
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Possibilities  

DocBuilder offers full functionality for form generation by means of Microsoft Word. Authorized users can generate 

and modify form templates themselves without any need for software development skills. 

 Formatting: Fonts, sizes, colours, tables, tags, ...  

 Text: Specific field contents and process data, text building blocks  

 Images: Company logo, signatures, photos, graphics, … 

 Specific form fields: Checkboxes, dropdown lists, syntax, ... 

 Bullet lists, numbered lists 

 Barcodes: 1D & 2D technology, integration scanning 

 Male and female forms: Directly in the document, no additional text building blocks necessary  

 Comments: Option, from the process in the document, of integrating comments for further 

processing 

 Paragraphs: Show/hide specific texts on a per-area basis depending on a specific value 

 Password-protected post-processing: MS Word documents can be protected with a password (e.g., 

read-only access or only comments are allowed). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Enormous reduction in the cost of providing documents, because the department can edit without 

needing any programming skills. 

 Increased quality by means of flexible MS Word and Adobe forms as well as e-mail templates  

 Use of all data from existing SAP and third-party systems 
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